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Developing Learner's Vocabulary Topic 1

Multiple Response
Identify one or more choices that best complete the statement or answer the question.

Instructions: Choose two or more choices to answer each question.

____ 1. Which words mean the same as area?
a. space
b. place
c. part
d. beginning

____ 2. If you build something, you ____ it.
a. create
b. change
c. make
d. forget

____ 3. Which words mean the same as real?
a. difficult
b. slow
c. actual
d. true

____ 4. Which of these are examples of technology?
a. animals
b. computers
c. a language
d. a camera

____ 5. If you take a piece of something, you take ____ of it.
a. all
b. part
c. a bit
d. most

____ 6. The center of a city is ____ the city.
a. inside
b. near
c. next to
d. within

Completion
Complete each statement.

Instructions: Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

decide design research build

 7. You should go to the library to ____________________ your project.
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 8. The company got a famous artist to ____________________ their new car.

 9. I can't ____________________ what to eat for breakfast.

Instructions: Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

natural final simply whole history

 10. There have been many wars throughout ____________________.

 11. I was late for dinner because I ____________________ could not find the restaurant.

 12. It is better not to act until you hear the ____________________ story.

 13. He said he would answer one ____________________ question before leaving.

 14. It is a ____________________ part of life that we grow old and die.

Matching

Instructions: Match each sentence starter with the correct ending.
a. image.
b. space.
c. purpose.

____ 15. Some people think that UFOs come from ____

____ 16. The painter created a beautiful ____

____ 17. Research should always have a useful ____

Instructions: Match each sentence starter with the correct ending.
a. you are certain about it.
b. you publish it.
c. you report it.

____ 18. If you are very sure of something, ____

____ 19. If you want to describe something you saw, ____

____ 20. If you want to make a book, ____


